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All my life, I felt guilty. As a result, I thought I had

to pretend to be whatever others wanted me to be.

After my MEM counselling session, I felt light and

free and all my guilt feelings were gone. I regained

the lovely feeling of innocence. Before my session I

kept my body covered. Now, I wear what I like. I

am not inhibited in any way. The Mace Energy

Method is the best thing I have ever done. I am

free to be me now.

FAY, AU

I don’t remember if I ever felt this way before – at

least with the intensity that I am feeling right now. I

love who I am and I love my life. I wouldn’t want to

be anyone else, and I wouldn’t want to have

anyone else’s life. I love me! Thank you!

DR. M.B., PhD, USA

One session of the Mace Method achieved what a

long list of antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs

could not. I Now sleep nightmare-free. I once said I

would sell my soul for one good night of sleep. I

don’t have to sell anything now. I will be eternally

grateful. Thank you to John’s Mace Energy

Method.

X, USA

Thanks for the great phone session. I came face to

face with my ex-partner this week. Usually, I am

very upset and it lasts for a few days. This time, I

could hardly believe it. The meeting had absolutely

no effect on me. I feel so much stronger now.

Thanks again.

W, AU

I have tried everything from psychology,

acupuncture, kinesiology and hypnotism to ease

my anxiety. After my session with you, I felt more

confident and calm within. A lot of my anxiety was

removed and I feel I can cope with any stressful

situation over which I would previously panic. I also

notice that my physical health and well-being has

improved a great deal.

J.S., AU

PAPERBACK AND EBOOK EDITIONS

In this book, John Mace describes the revolutionary

concept of Causism and its practical component,

the Mace Energy Method, and explains how we

unknowingly create negative identities that

influence our thoughts, feelings, relationships, and

life activities, preventing us from achieving our

goals & dreams.

He will also take readers on a journey of discovery

and understanding, as they follow these concepts

through to their logical and fascinating conclusions

in how these hidden negative identities can be

located and dis-created permanently.

EBOOK: bit.ly/causism-book

PAPERBACK AVAILABLE ON

Amazon . Book Depository . Fishpond . Angus & Robertson

REACH OUT TO US

The Cohort

Health and Wellness Precinct

16 Nexus Way, Southport, Queensland, 4215 

Australia

+61 414 808 138 • hello@causisminstitute.com

www.causisminstitute.com

www.maceenergymethod.com

https://www.causisminstitute.com/
http://bit.ly/causism-book


PROGRAMSABOUT US PRACTITIONER STORIES

Established in 2006, the Causism Institute is the

international training and education centre for

training people around the world in a revolutionary

non-talk therapy called the Mace Energy Method.

Graduates of the Causism Institute are recognised

as licensed Mace Energy Method Practitioners and

can practice internationally.

The Causism Institute and the Mace Energy Method

are nationally and internationally recognized and

endorsed by the International Institute for

Complementary Therapists or IICT in 26 countries.

OUR VISION

Become instruments in revealing the unlimited

potential of the human spirit towards a life of

meaning and fulfillment.

MISSION

Integrate Causism into every academic institution’s

humanities, social sciences, and health care

curricula; and integrate the Mace Energy Method

into the service offerings of complementary therapy

service providers worldwide.

THE CAUSISM APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

A training program for everyone who wants to

become a MEM Practitioner. This Apprenticeship

Track introduces you to the concepts of Causism

and its application called the Mace Energy Method.

THE MEM SPECIALISATION PROGRAM

A training program under the Specialisation Track

that teaches in-depth the concepts of Causism.

Trainees under this program will become

specialists, having also gained knowledge in the

different therapeutic areas of the Mace Energy

Method.

THE CAUSISM FACILITATION PROGRAM

A training program under the Mentorship Track

that trains existing MEM Practitioners on how to

facilitate the Causism Workshops. Trainees are

also taught how to design and to implement

individual or group well-being programs in line

with the principles of Causism and the practice of

the Mace Energy Method.

THE CAUSISM MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

Another training program under the Mentorship

Track that is offered to existing MEM Practitioners

who want become Causism Trainers. To qualify, an

MEM Practitioner should hold certifications under

the Causism Specialisation and Causism

Facilitation Programs.

To have graduated as a Mace Energy Practitioner

through the Causism Institute is an amazing

process and continues to assist with the deepening

of the life that I lead. The bonus of assisting people

to take control of their lives and live their own

dreams, has many of my dreams already fulfilled,

achieved so simply and with great gratitude.

JULIE GANT, AUSTRALIA

The course has guided me to be able to change my

and my family’s life in enormous amounts of

positive ways. And my clients are loving it also.

ALITA BARNES, AUSTRALIA

I left a secure, well-paid, and yet brain-numbing

job of 14 years to train as an MEM Practitioner. I

know Mace Energy Method sessions are effective in

helping people with all kinds of unwanted thoughts

and reactions while they are playing this game

called life.

PETER BALDE, AUSTRALIA

Causism, and Mace Energy Method are the most

valuable tools on the planet. More people need to

know about them, This can change the world, and

peoples lives. The time is now. This is what we are

all searching for – peace, happiness and YOU.

CATHERINE TAYLOR, AUSTRALIA


